[Interferon alfa-2b treatment of adult patients during early chronic phase of Ph1-positive chronic myeloid leukemia (initial report on a cooperative study, protocol CML-MIG-97)].
Evaluation of clinical effectiveness of two regimens of induction therapy of an early chronic stage of Ph'-positive chronic myeloid leukemia including interferon-alpha 2b (intron-A, "Schering Plough") in a cooperative randomised trial on the protocol CML MIG-97. 42 patients with chronic myeloid leukemia were treated either with intron-A in standard doses (5 IU/m2/day) alone or in combination with monthly 10-day courses of low-dose cytosine-arabinoside (10 mg/m2/twice a day). The effect was assessed by the international criteria of a complete and partial hematologic remission and the cytogenetic response. Intron-A therapy in standard doses produced a pronounced cytogenetic response in 28.6% of the patients. In low-dose interferon-alpha-2b (reaferon and intron-A, 1-3 IU/m2/day) in combination with various regimens of chemotherapy only minimal cytogenetic response was achieved. A pronounced cytogenetic response in early chronic stage of CML to standard doses of intron A holds promise in prolongation of CML patients survival and design of new effective therapy programs.